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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Low harmonic waveform is a very important requirement of the high power applications. Nowadays many researchers are focusing on new voltage source. Such voltage sources are formed by Cascade H-bridge Multilevel Inverter (CHMI) with low Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) [1]. A CHMI has emerged as a new breed of power converters for high-power application options. The multilevel voltage source inverter typically synthesizes the staircase voltage wave from several levels of dc voltage. As the number of voltage levels on the input DC side increases, the output voltage adds more steps, which approaches low THD sinusoidal wave [2]. A CHMI has wide applications especially for High-Power Electrical Vehicle (HEV) motor drive because they convert small dc voltage to high ac voltage [3]. Five levels rectifier-inverter drive systems that has used some form of multilevel Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) as means to control the switching of the rectifier has lower dv/dt than that experienced in some two-levels PWM drives because switching is between several smaller voltage levels. However, the output voltage THD was reported to be 19.7% for a five-level PWM inverter without implementing output filters [4].

There are three main transformers-less types of multilevel inverters; Diode-Clamped Multilevel (DCMI) Inverters, Flying-Capacitor Multilevel (FCMI) Inverters, and CHMI. Unlike DCMI and FCMI, Transformers-less CHMI needs least number of components to achieve the same number of voltage levels.
1.1 Single Phase Induction Motor

In domestic application, SPIM are commonly used in dishwashers, washing machine, hermetic compressors, fans, pumps, draft inducers, etc. A truly variable speed operation from this motor with a wide range of speed and loads would help application designers to incorporate many new features in their products. It would also mean operation with high efficiency and better motor utilization. In industrial applications, three-phase induction motors have been used. However, in residential applications with small power, SPIM is preferred due to the greater availability of single-phase power [5].

A single-phase motor can only produce an alternating field: one that pulls first in one direction, then in the opposite as the polarity of the field switches. The major distinction between the different types of single-phase ac motors is how they go about starting the rotor in a particular direction such that the alternating field will produce rotary motion in desired direction. A device that introduces a phase-shifted magnetic field on one side of the rotor is usually employed for this purpose.

1.2 Problem Statements

The output waveforms of ideal inverters should be sinusoidal. However the waveforms in practical inverters are not sinusoidal and contain certain harmonics. For low and medium power applications, square wave voltages or quasi square wave voltages may be acceptable; and for high-power applications, low distorted sinusoidal waveforms are required. In this manner, A CHMI has wide applications especially for High-Power
Electrical Vehicle (HEV) motor drive because they convert small dc voltage to high ac voltage with low THD value [3]. Furthermore, the main disadvantages of the transformers-less CHMI is the need of separate source which makes the application of such topology more limited due to this problem. Furthermore, the output voltage will not exceed the sum of all DC sources.

1.3 Scope of Work

Multilevel power conversion has been receiving increased attention in the past few years for high power application [3]. The purpose of this research is to introduce and demonstrate a new design for CHMI in order enhance the function of this inverter and make it suitable for more application. The transformers have been used to cascade the H-bridges and avoid using multi DC sources to feed each H-bridge. In order to enhance the manufacturability of the transformer CHMI the research purpose a new switching scheme for transformer CHMI inverter by using swapping circuit; where, all of the transformers will have the same specification. Finally, the purposed inverter was used to control SPIM using V / F method based experimental prototype to validate the developed CHMI.
1.4 Aims and Objectives

This research introduces a new design for transformer CHMI, this inverter was developed based on the combination of utilizing transformer and swapping circuit. In this manner, the manufacturability of the transformer CHMI will be enhanced and using multi DC sources will be avoided. The research objectives are:

1. Design and implementation of the developed design.
2. Enhance the manufacturability by utilizing the swapping circuit
3. Study and simulate the different type of the multilevel inverter and comparing the THD values with the developed design THD value.
4. Apply the developed design to control the SPIM with low THD value based V/F method

1.5 System Description

The CHMI was built by connecting four H-bridges inverter series with transformer. The microcontroller provides a set of square wave signals with certain delay between each other to provide the required voltage.

Since the power transfer is not equal in the power transformer, switching pattern-swapping scheme was designed to equalize power transferred via each transformer. Pattern-swapping circuit was built to avoid divergence of magnetizing force for the transformer connection because the difference of magnetic flux changes the rating of
cascaded transformers. It results in the troublesomeness of the transformer design. Moreover, the current rating of each full bridge cell becomes different.

The spectrum analysis of the inverter output voltage was carried out experimentally by Fast Fourier transform (FFT) under math calculation in the Tekronix oscilloscope and compared with the simulation results. Simulation using Orcad/Pspice was carried out to simulate the system of three main types of multilevel inverter. Experimental and simulation results for proposed system were achieved with synthesizing the transformer as series connecter.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is organized in five chapters. The first chapter is to introduce the subject of the thesis and describes its organization. Chapter Two reviews the literature of the multilevel inverters for minimizing the THD. Chapter Three describes the design method of the hardware used in this work. Chapter Four presents Orcad/Pspice simulation result on PC and hardware results tested in the laboratory, the experimental result and discussion are also presented in this chapter. Finally, Chapter Five entails conclusion drawn from this work and recommendations for future work.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Multilevel power conversion has been receiving increased attention in the past few years for high power application [3]. Numerous topologies and modulation strategies have been introduced and studied extensively for utility and drive applications in the recent literature [6]. These inverters are suitable in high-voltage and high power application due to their ability to synthesize waveforms with better harmonic spectrum and attain higher voltage with limited maximum device rating. In this Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) based motor speed drive, there are mainly three different configurations and three branch configurations. In this chapter, firstly, the three main configurations will be analyzed with topics that directly related to the main target of these inverters. Secondly, some comparison between the different inverter and speed control topologies will be discussed.

2.2 Trend of Power Electronic Switch

The key components of the proposed inverter are the power semiconductor switches. As the main advantages of the proposed inverter are reducing the losses and stress upon the switch, therefore it is worthwhile to give some introduction to the trend of the modern power semiconductor devices applicable to CHMI mainly IGBT, GTO, and MOSFET.